1. The second phase of rehabilitation has begun, wherein the government intends to transition to relief provision and compensation. We have to now build back better.

2. Four groups will work actively - on Shelter, Livelihood, Psycho Social and Legal and Compensation.

3. 700 forms have been received where livelihoods have been lost - thelas, shops have been burnt or looted. There may be some duplicity in the same. The maximum compensation is upto INR 5 lakhs.

4. We need two types of interventions: Where compensation has been released, and shops need to start again, second - where the government cannot assist (for example private vehicles which were uninsured and being used for livelihood), private donors will be needed.

5. 8 categories have been identified in livelihoods rehabilitation by Human Welfare Foundation (Zahid) and will be shared on the group, so that coordinated action can be taken by the group.

6. We will be covering Redis and thelas, like we are covering Jhuggi Jhopdi compensation, this will be covered by government’s compensation structure.

7. Our focus is on compensating the amount that is the bare minimum needed so that the lives of people get back on track.

8. SEWA already has called 300 families to assess damage and need - majorly expecting a support to restart. This analysis can be shared by SEWA (Ankita). Since SEWA works with informal workers and home-based workers, they have a record of data in this sector. We will have to work in direct provision of compensation and also market linkages and sourcing. SEWA has provided ration and relief kits, and will start working on livelihood kits (7 sewing machines have been ordered and will be distributed on Saturday).

9. Zahid and Ankita will coordinate and prepare the analysis of mapping of livelihood loss with category slabs, so that responsibility distribution can be made, and we can accordingly raise resources.

10. Community is already creating alternatives to arrange for livelihoods as well.

11. We have to focus on provision of livelihood with a long-term focus: Provide material, job or maybe explore an entrepreneurs forum. Delhi State has an Urban Livelihood Mission needs to be linked to livelihood provision, this will be taken up in the next ten days, once the administration has a little more bandwidth to handle the cases.

12. SEWA is linking a group of women to Sadar, for making string lights. Sewa is looking at creating 3-4 more groups like this. HWF can support 100 individuals, covered redis (Rs 11,000 per redi), SEWA can support 200, to share requirements on refurbishing redis, CFAR can support 20 individuals and DYWA to provide 60 Redis (@ a cost of Rs 5000)
13. Please connect individual organizations with us at DM office, who wish to contribute in the rehabilitation process, so that we can coordinate efforts to avoid duplicity.

14. There are four actionable points for the organizations:
   - Ankita from Sewa and Zahid from HWF to share the list of Categorization
   - Partners need to ensure and confirm via calling if the victims received compensation
   - We will organize efforts area-wise, mapping partners with areas, to ensure coordinated response

15. If there are any cases of big factories which have lost business and livelihood, please provide to Mr. Muazzam (7304846700) from HWF

16. The data shared on the group CANNOT be shared outside the group, as situation is still sensitive on the field and we do not need to circulate this identification of victims, to put their lives at risk again.

17. Peace-building efforts are underway and peace-march will be organized as soon as restrictions due to Corona Virus.

18. We will confirm the time of the follow-up meeting time shortly on the group.